
Code of Conduct 
 

Welcome to Twin Mask!  
 
Twin Mask is a collection of events, online communities, and stories organized by volunteers 
and staff members, collectively referred to as The Twin Mask Team. In pursuit of providing the 
best possible experience at our events, we aim to provide an environment that is both safe and 
inclusive for all of our players, volunteers, and staff members. Twin Mask attracts players from 
all across the world and from a multitude of backgrounds. With that in mind, we have provided 
the following Code of Conduct to outline the expectations of everyone involved with Twin 
Mask.  
 
While we want to include everyone, Twin Mask events and online communities are private and 
participation is a PRIVILEGE. The Twin Mask Team reserves the right, at any time, to 
terminate the participation of an individual from our events and/or online communities.  
 
This document is not an exhaustive review of all of the expectations of members of our 
community, but acts as a guide to the bare essentials of community interaction. Unfamiliarity 
with the Code of Conduct will not be accepted as an excuse and all individuals at our events will 
be expected to have read the following information. These policies extend to in-character events, 
out-of-character events, and within official Twin Mask online communities. 
 
Finally, the Twin Mask Team reserves the right to modify the Code of Conduct as deemed 
necessary. 
 
What is Twin Mask? 
Twin Mask is a semimonthly Live Action Roleplay (LARP) in the Southern California area. 
Twin Mask is commonly identified as a “boffer LARP”, where combat occurs often and 
regularly with weaponry designed to keep everyone involved safe. Narratively, Twin Mask is 
considered to be a dark LARP - sometimes containing elements of death, torture, war, and 
interpersonal conflict. This is by no means the entirety of the Twin Mask experience, as we also 
have fanciful fae, banquets, and day-to-day living, but our events can be very intense. Another 
important note for Twin Mask is that our events are 24-hour events. That means that you are 
in-character and and subject to all the challenges of the event from game-on to close with the 
exception of sleeping, being in the bathroom, or taking care of your health. 
 
What is Community Management Services? 
Community Management Services (CMS) consists of two groups, the Community Management 
Team (CMT) and the Disciplinary Committee. These individuals have made it their duty to 
ensure everyone is having a safe, good time at our Twin Mask events. The CMT is made up of 
volunteer players who are responsible for organizing community events, moderating our online 
communities, and mediating/resolving interpersonal issues. The Disciplinary Committee, on the 
other hand, are staff members who oversee the CMT and handle issues of harassment, 



endangerment, and community conflict. If you ever need help, feel free to reach out to us 
in-game or at cms@twinmask.com. 
 
 
Twin Mask’s Harassment Policy 

The harassment policy refers to the way that a player treats another player, and not roleplay 
between characters. Staff’s definition of harassment may not align with legal definitions of 
harassment. In other words, the legal expectations of tangible proof are not necessary for CMS to 
take action upon a complaint. Twin Mask does not support or condone any form of harassment.  

Harassment includes but is not limited to: 
● Bullying, threats, and intimidation 
● Relational aggression, e.g. whispering campaigns, rumor-mongering, shaming tactics, 

clique culture, slander and other attempts to discredit or damage the social status of other 
participants 

● Repeatedly violating personal space, inappropriate touching or giving unwanted levels of 
attention to another participant 

● Sexual harassment, including sexual comments directed at others, unwanted sexual 
advances, repeated attempts to start an unwanted relationship, demands for sexual favors 
and sexual slurs 

● Bigoted statements or slurs aimed at any group of people, including those defined by 
ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic background, physical ability, nationality, political 
affiliations, or sexual orientation 

● Using incorrect or inappropriate forms of address (names, nicknames, pronouns) 
repeatedly and deliberately 

● Excessive or repeated unwanted contact or communications with a participant 
 

What is Consent? 
Consent is the keystone of making LARP work. Any physical interaction between players 
requires consent between the players involved. Within Twin Mask, we adhere to a policy of 
affirmative, knowledgeable consent. This means that if you wish to touch someone at a Twin 
Mask event, you are expected to ask the player for permission to do so and they must confirm 
that you are. The request should include the precise act the individual requesting consent wishes 
to perform. Unless permission is expressly provided, players are to presume the answer to the 
question of “can they touch someone” to be “no”. Consent must continually be requested for 
each additional physical act performed and consent may be withdrawn at any time. Most often, 
an example for a request for consent will work like this: 
 
Player 1: “Player 2, consent to physical roleplay. I want to grab you by the wrist and drag you 
along” 
Player 2: “Yes, you may” 
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Player 1 then takes Player 2 by the wrist and drags them along. 
 
The requesting and refusal or confirmation of consent is an out-of-character act. If consent is not 
given by the other party, the acting party may instead verbally state what their character is doing 
with the statement “Forsooth”. In the previous interaction, if Player 2 said “No”, Player 1 may 
then state “Forsooth, I drag Player 2 by the wrist” and play may continue.  
 
The need for consent does not pertain to combat-oriented contact of an individual with a boffer 
weapon/spell packet as long as no other safety or harassment issues are involved.  
 
For additional information on consent and gaming, we suggest the following resource(s): 
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/288535/Consent-in-Gaming 

 
Photography, Film, and Consent 
Twin Mask has a dedicated photography and media team; as such, official photography and 
recording may happen at events. By participating in official Twin Mask Events consent to event 
photography and recordings by Twin Mask, and may from time to time be asked to sign other 
media releases to participate in special Twin Mask events. 
 
For all other photography and filming, California is a two-party consent state, therefore any 
non-consensual photography or recording is illegal. Players who wish to take their own photos or 
videos should coordinate with the Twin Mask media team first to seek permission, and otherwise 
seek explicit permission from the individuals they wish to record. Failure to do so may result in 
violation of the CoC, and appropriate disciplinary measures. 

How to report an incident- before, during, and after 

If you are aware of a crime being committed or someone’s life is in immediate danger, do 
not contact CMS. Instead, please contact the local authorities or use 911 emergency 
services. For non-emergencies, the Corona Police Department can be reached at (951) 
736-2330. 

 
Before the event: If you, or someone you know has been harassed by someone and you are 
concerned for your own safety or the safety of the community should this person participate, 
please speak up by emailing  cms@twinmask.com. Members of CMS monitor this email and 
keep all reports strictly confidential. While first-hand reports are preferred to avoid hearsay, we 
recognize that some may have legitimate fears of retribution which may cause them to refrain 
from self-reporting. In these cases, please report concerning behavior on behalf of a friend, in as 
specific terms as possible while protecting the identity of the victim, as necessary. 
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(When sending any concerns, we request that you send an email so that these matters can be 
handled properly. Please avoid messaging staff/CMS through other channels like Facebook or 
Discord. ) 
 
During the event: If a violation of the Code of Conduct transpires that must be handled 
immediately, please find a member of the Disciplinary Committee or CMT. They will be able to 
advise you on the situation and talk through the options with you for proceeding if need be. If 
this is an immediate Safety issue please do not hesitate to immediately find us and we will 
escalate the situation to the appropriate staff member so that it can be handled as the situation is 
unfolding. If the situation does not need to be immediately handled, please take notes and make a 
formal report to cms@twinmask.com for resolution after the event.  
 
After the event: We prefer violations of the Code of Conduct that do not immediately need to be 
handled at the event to be reported afterwards for resolution. Please email cms@twinmask.com 
with details and a member of CMS will follow up. 
 (When sending any concerns to us, we request that you send an email so that these matters can 
be handled properly. Please avoid messaging staff/CMS through other channels like Facebook 
or Discord.) 
 
Disciplinary Measures 

The disciplinary measures are divided into four levels, ranging from level 0 to 3. With each 
level, there will be a listed disciplinary measure as well as a few examples of community issues 
that may call for such a measure to be enacted. These examples are just that - examples - and it is 
ultimately the judgement of the CMS disciplinary staff that decide if and to what level an issue is 
evaluated at. 
 
The disciplinary capabilities of the Twin Mask Team extend only as far as allowing someone 
entry to events and community spaces. The Twin Mask Team will not pursue legal charges in an 
individual’s stead. If you wish to pursue legal charges against an individual, please contact the 
local authorities.  
  
Level 0: Conversation 
Example: non-physical interpersonal conflict, rudeness, dominating of events, cheating 
Level 0 is unique in that it is not truly a disciplinary measure, but instead an attempt to discuss 
and work out problems before they escalate. Level 0 does not mean that anyone is in trouble, but 
that there is an opportunity to correct a potential issue. Even more unusual, level 0 is something 
any player can help with before contacting CMS. If you see a situation or are part of a situation 
where out-of-character conflict is building between one or more individuals and are comfortable 
talking with said individuals, ask them to a brief, out-of-character conversation. During this 
conversation, we find it best to maintain a standard of good faith in your fellow Twin Mask 
player/staff. We all make mistakes at times and become better players by recognizing and fixing 
them when we are made aware. Try to be clear in stating what the player did that you believe 
could be improved and allow them the opportunity to apologize and correct the issue/avoid it in 
the future. Finally, continue on with your game.  
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If you do not feel comfortable approaching an individual for a conversation or the individual 
shows no signs of rectifying the situation, you may contact any member of the CMT with what 
you observed either in-person or at cms@twinmask.com. A CMT member will then approach 
individuals involved with how they can improve in regards to the issue and may provide 
additional check-ins later on. 
 
If you find yourself approached by one of these conversations, we ask that you also practice an 
equally important standard of good faith in your fellow Twin Mask player/staff. Recognize that 
the individual who is approaching you is not doing so to hurt you, but honestly feels that what 
they observed was inappropriate and that this is an opportunity to be an outstanding member of 
the community. While we appreciate the initiative we ask that you please do not contact CMT 
via their personal email/discord, unless the CMT member has first contacted you. As long as the 
mistake is rectified, there is no further necessary involvement by CMT. 
 
The Disciplinary Process 
As the other three levels require the inclusion of the CMS Disciplinary Committee, the following 
is an explanation of the disciplinary process.  

1. The first step of the disciplinary process starts with the reporter of the issue. The reporter 
should contact a CMS member through email at cms@twinmask.com, or in-person if at a 
Twin Mask in-character event, with as much information as can be provided about the 
issue. Please include names or descriptions, time and date of the issue, what you saw, and 
any evidence you may believe pertinent. All reports are entirely confidential, but if you 
wish your identity to remain completely hidden, please alert the reader of your report to 
this request. 

2. When a complaint is received by the Disciplinary Committee either through the CMS 
email (cms@twinmask.com) or in-person, it will first be catalogued.  

3. A member of the Disciplinary Committee will then review the subject matter of the report 
and delegate the report either to CMT in the case of a level 0 infraction, or to a 
Disciplinary Committee member in the case of all other infractions. 

4. After initial review of the subject matter of the report, the assigned investigator will then 
approach the parties involved in the report, either in-person, by email, or through Discord 
to let them know an investigation is underway. Please do not contact any member of the 
CMS team in regards to the investigation at this point outside of the cms@twinmask.com 
email account and DO NOT contact any individual you suspect is involved with the 
investigation. 

5. The investigator of the report will schedule a date and time to individually speak to 
parties involved for their understanding of the incident. 

6. After the initial investigation of the incident, there may be follow up questions and 
investigation if necessary. 

7. Once the investigator believes they have collected all evidence, a judgement will be made 
as to whether a disciplinary measure is necessary, and they will contact the individuals 
receiving the measure via email and/or in-person. Note: For the privacy of parties 
involved, at no time will a member of CMS report the results of an investigation to any 
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person not receiving disciplinary measures. Instead, those individuals will be told the 
matter has been resolved. 

8. Regardless of the results, a record of the incident will be kept on hand by the Disciplinary 
Committee should it be necessary for future investigations. 

 
Please note: Any attempt to interfere with an ongoing investigation or any attempt to 

retaliate for an investigation or disciplinary measure will be met with a Level 3 disciplinary 
measures. This is a zero-tolerance policy.  

 
Level 1: Verbal Warning/Observation 
Example: Disruption of Events, Inappropriate or Off-color Comments, Threats of OOC violence 
For a level 1 infraction, the party will receive a formal letter from the CMS account stating that 
they have received an official verbal warning for the offense and that they will be under 
continued observation to ensure no further infractions occur. If issues continue to occur, stronger 
disciplinary measures will be implemented. 
 
Level 2: Individual limitations on events 
Example: Repeated Unwanted Romantic/Sexual Advances, Stalking, Unwanted Physical 
Contact, Personal Safety 
For a level 2 infraction, the party will be informed of restrictions that will be applied to them 
during Twin Mask events until CMS believe corrections have been made or indefinitely. These 
restrictions may include, but are not limited to, restricting what areas of site an individual may go 
to, who they may be in contact with, or time restrictions on participation. 
 
Level 3: Removal from One or More Events 
Example: Assault, Non-Consensual Sexual Acts, Continued Harassment 
For a level 3 infraction, the party will be suspended or banned from Twin Mask events and/or 
online communities. In the case of suspensions from events, the suspension will be given in 
number of in-character events the individual is suspended from and includes out-of-character 
events during the suspension time period. If an individual attends an event they are suspended 
from or attempts to circumnavigate a suspension, the suspension will be escalated. 
 
In addition, all of the following violations are grounds for IMMEDIATE expulsion from any 
Twin Mask event with no investigation necessary. 

● Violating any federal, state, or local laws, facility and event rules. 
● Failure to comply with instructions of staff 
● Using anything in a threatening or destructive manner against person or property 
● Endangering the safety of oneself or others 
● Drinking alcohol or imbibing in any substances against federal law.* 

*Please note, our site is on federal land. Despite California laws, it is a federal offense to have 
any federally controlled substances on site. 
 
Additional Notes 
  
Using position of power/status 



If, for any reason, a member of CMS believes an individual is using their position of power, 
either out-of-character or in-character, to exacerbate a harassment or safety issue, it will be met 
with harsher disciplinary measures. 
 
Physical Safety and Code of Conduct 
As a boffer LARP, physical safety is included as part of our Code of Conduct. Fighting in a 
physically unsafe way at event(s) can constitute a violation of the CoC at all levels. And while 
fighting is the most common place that physical safety violations may occur, any physically 
unsafe activity may be reviewed.  
 
YOUR Responsibilities of Mental and Physical Health 
There is an expectation of all members of Twin Mask to maintain their physical and mental 
health while at a Twin Mask event. While we understand the urge to sacrifice everything in 
pursuit of the game, these expectations include eating, drinking plenty of water, getting enough 
sleep, and taking breaks as necessary. While Twin Mask tries to provide what support we can to 
ensure the health of all people involved, we do not have the facilities nor manpower necessary to 
provide complete medical and mental care for an individual. If it is the opinion of the safety, 
medical, or CMS team that you are not maintaining your health while at events, disciplinary 
measures may be enacted for your own safety. 
 
In-Character Behavior 
While much of the Code of Conduct focuses on out-of-character issues and interactions, 
in-character behavior is also subject to disciplinary measures if necessary. With our darker 
narrative style, Twin Mask understands and appreciates the need and desire for characters who 
are antagonistic, cruel, rude, or heartless. However, playing these types of characters does not 
give a player free reign to do completely as they wish. It should be noted these types of 
characters require more consideration of your fellow players, not less. Checking-in 
out-of-character regularly with your fellow players and staff members helps to ensure that your 
in-character tension does not result in out-of-character conflict. 
 
Checking-in and Stepping Out 
As mentioned previously, Twin Mask can often deal with some emotionally charged and dark 
subject matter. Checking-in within the Twin Mask community is the responsibility of everyone 
to ensure that everyone is having an enjoyable time while navigating these difficult subjects. 
Checking-in is simply having a brief conversation verbally or nonverbally with another player 
before, during, and/or after a roleplay opportunity to make sure that everything is okay. To 
preserve the immersion of a roleplay opportunity, Twin Mask has adopted what is referred to as 
the “OK Check-in system”. To begin an OK Check-in, an individual performs the okay gesture 
with one hand in such a way that another player is able to see it like so: 
 



 
 
The person who has received the “OK check-in” should then either provide a thumbs up to 
confirm that everything is good and the scene may continue or provide a thumbs down to show 
they are not okay and would like the scene to end. Or, if necessary, a person may state that 
something may need to change in the scene verbally. If the request for a scene to end is made, 
people involved should do their best to end the scene in as expedient a manner as possible. 
 
The other means of exiting a scene is stepping out. If a scene’s material has come to a subject 
matter that endangers your mental health or makes you feel uncomfortable, you may step out of 
the scene. To do so, place a balled fist over your head to represent you going out-of-character, 
and then leave the scene- ideally making your way to your sleeping quarters to take a short break 
or to medical if necessary.  
 
NOTE: Removing yourself from a scene does not protect your character. It is still possible for 
your character to come to harm or be killed after you have stepped out. Stepping-out should only 
be used for out-of-character reasons and not to avoid in-character consequences. 
 
Consent+ 
While consent is most often understood to be between two or more individuals participating in 
an act, it would behoove members of our community to extend that consideration to those 
individuals who are observing your in-character and out-of-character interactions. Individuals 
may have difficulty with particularly heavy subject matter such as abuse, sexuality, child-birth, 
or domestic conflicts. While everyone maintains the ability to step away from these subjects, 
giving observers some preparation when you’re going to approach those types of subject matters, 
even though it is not required per the Code of Conduct, will go a long way to making our 
community that much stronger.  
 
What do we mean when we say Twin Mask Events and Communities are PG-13? 
While Twin Mask contains violence, in-character racism, love, lust, alcohol, and drug use within 
its narrative style, in play our events maintain a PG-13 rating. This means that you should avoid 
public nudity, sex, and obscene acts of violence/hate within any official Twin Mask event or 
online communities. If you are ever unsure about a subject, feel free to contact a member of 
CMT to inquire. 
 



Character vs. Character Conflict (CvC) 
Though Twin Mask is largely player versus the environment, there may be situations where 
character versus character (CvC) conflict may arise between characters. While CvC in Twin 
Mask is allowed and does not formally require consent, CvC should be used with restraint and 
toward the goal of building an interesting story.  
 
CvC should always be driven by in-character actions and never as a result of out-of-character 
conflicts. It is unacceptable to use CvC to harass or bully another player, and doing so may result 
in disciplinary actions. If there is reason to believe CvC is being used to harass a player 
out-of-character outside of appropriate in-character interactions, please email 
cms@twinmask.com with details. 
 
When CvC situations happen, we highly recommend checking-in with players involved to ensure 
everything out-of-character is okay. Though characters may have conflicts, beneath every 
character is a player, and we want all players to enjoy their time at Twin Mask. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


